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Problem Statement

Robotics and STEM are not equally applied to elementary school students, causing discrepancies in interest
and understanding, which disengages students from
pursuing robotics and STEM in high school or as a possible career.

Brainstorming
Our team stared brainstorming different STEM activities
that could be implemented into a middle school.
Pasta Car Fingerprint Coding Conductive Paint

Problem Justification

Research has shown that students didn’t have a sufficient STEM background when they entered college. By
eighth grade, almost 50 percent have lost interest or
deemed it irrelevant to their education or future plans.
However, current STEM education packages lack the
instruction needed to educate the teacher so that they
can properly guide the students. The cost of STEM
packages is an expense that it too large for many teachers and schools.

* The conductive paint was chosen*

Constraints

1. Project cost must be reasonable and competitive in the
current market.
2. Written directions must be clear and comprehensive.
3. It must adhere to all of the education laws of New Hampshire.
4. The technology to produce the solution must exist.
5. The activity must provide and engaging introduction to
STEM.
6. Easy and inexpensive to implement.

Paint Prototypes

The team surveyed
teachers and administrators at both high
school and middle
school level to determine interest in STEM
packages. 96% of
those we surveyed said
they would partake in a
STEM activity. 76% of
those surveyed agreed
$10 or less for a kit
that supplies 3 students
with materials was reasonable.

Prototype 1.2
Our first prototype was a conductive paint that was
made from charcoal. Although
the circuit was able to light up
the LED, this only occurred
when the paint was wet, so this
prototype failed and was no
longer considered as a viable solution.
Prototype 3.1
This prototype utilizes the Bare Conductive Paint Pen
due to the failure of Prototype
1.2. This paint, unlike the others, was able to work both when
wet and dry, proving that, when
given the right consistency, the
paint would work as an introduction to STEM principles.

Slime Prototypes

Prototype 3.1
We created a batch of slime using
glue, water, and borax. This helped us
find a ratio of materials to use in the creation of our final prototype- magnetic and
conductive slime.
Prototype 3.4
In this prototype, Black Iron Oxide was
added to the slime. This caused the slime
to become both conductive and magnetic.

Testing

Conductive Paint:
It was decided to use the Bare Conductive Paint Pen for
this aspect of the project. A series circuit was created to
test its conductivity. This prototype is a viable solution
which meets all constraints set.
Magnetic Slime:
A rare earth magnet was used to test the magnetic properties of the slime. When Black Iron Oxide was included in
the slime, it was capable of not only being magnetic, but
also conductive.

Student Testing:
7th grader Kyra Sturdivant and advisor Mrs. Gauthier reviewed and tested
the project and approved. Kyra stated,
“I liked the way they presented the circuits using something people are
bound to find more interesting.”

Future
Ideas
 Black Iron Oxide and Paint testing
 Deeper connection to robotics
 Fully integrate into middle school

curriculum

